Situated Evidence:
Art as Ethnology & Archive
in the chronic freedom series

Presentation of the series and talk by its author Scott Holmquist

Thursday, October 25, 2018
5:00-8:00 p.m.

Humboldt State University Library
Special Collections

By Invitation Only
Limited Seating

The chronic freedom series of five books, chronic freedom, dirt, light, 3 books and Big Drug Factory – Unfound, represent a single work and unified attempt to survey, collect and interrogate traces of the histories comprising the back-to-the-land and marijuana production worlds as they evolved in Southern Humboldt County, California, from the late 1960s through 2010.

Holmquist will present his books and discuss, among other things, why key theories of Karl Marx might have more to say than those derived from yeoman farmer-based ideas of Jeffersonian democracy about the politics and cultures that emerged around Southern Humboldt's cannabis economies' forty years of successful insurgency against the US government and the usual terms of consumer capitalism.